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A different kind of legal thriller.Not about a courageous defense attorney defending an innocent

man, but a judge with a past.Judge Al Roth has everything going for him--great job, loyal friends,

and a beautiful woman who loves him. When a congressman threatens to expose a murder Roth

helped commit when he was stationed in Cold War Germany, he stands to lose everything. Roth

instinctively turns to Jake Gertner, his boyhood friend in Detroit, whoâ€™ll do anything for him. But

Jake has his own problems. Unless Roth can find a way of manipulating a murder trial, Jake will get

whacked by the mob himself.Fast paced story with penetrating cross-examination, shrewd

backroom maneuvering, murder, and revenge.
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A well written courtroom drama full of unforgettable characters that left me wondering "how close to

the truth is this story"? The author forced me to stop and think about my own friendships and to

what extent would I be willing to compromise values? Excellent character development as well as a

story that held my interest to the end! I want to know more about certain characters and definitely



looking forward to the next book or sequel! A winner and a fan!

I live in Orange County and loved this book. I live close to the courthouse where the trial takes

place. The book's main character, Judge Roth, is a guy with a shady past. When someone tries to

blackmail him into giving a criminal no jail time, he knows how to fight back. There's terrific

courtroom scenes, lots of brilliant cross-examination and back and forth between the lawyers and

Roth. You can see what's really going on in a trial. I couldn't wait to get back to reading it. You will

enjoy this book. The writing style is very good.

It w as a gripping tale in that I could never imagined anything such as this could happen in court or

behind the scenes. Once I started reading, I simply couldn't put it down. I liked the characters and

found that some of the time I was actually rooting for the bad guys. I also liked the insight into the

legal system. For a first novel it was outstanding. You will enjoy it.

If you like Crime, Courtroom Drama and Mystery you will love Judge Roth's Law. Sage certainly

knows his way "ALL" around a courtroom. The no nonsense judge with a twist, the corrupt

characters, and even a little romance were all delivered with suspense. A good fast paced read

certainly kept me turning the pages. Looking forward to new work from this author. Jean O.

Loved the characters, loved the storyline. I would recommend this book for those who like

courtroom and mob drama. Great book!

Entirely predicable. Characters larger than life and not interesting.

This book draws up back over and over. Judge Al Roth's best friend, Jake is an old military buddy

and mobster. He is a very creative mobster who takes care of Al's problems. They will keep you on

the edge of your seat as Al makes a master plan to control the outcome of a very serious court

case. The book is well written and is filled with exciting action. Very enjoyable!!!

Husband read this book. He liked it.
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